The Schwarzschild-de Sitter (SdS) black hole solution, which has two event horizons, is considered to examine the relation between the quasi-localized energy complexes on M and the heat flows passing through its boundary ∂M. Here M is the patch between cosmological event horizon and black hole event horizon of the SdS black hole solution. Conclusively, the relation, like the Legendre transformation, between the quasi-localized Einstein and Møller energy complex and the heat flows passing through the boundary is obeyed, and these two quasi-localized energy complexes could be corresponding to thermodynamic potentials.
Recently, Yang et al. [1, 2, 3] have inferred that the formula about the quasi-localized Einstein and Møller energy complexes on M * and the heat flows passing through the boundary of M * , like as
Here M * is the patch between event horizon H + located at r = r + and inner
Cauchy horizon H − located at r = r − for the spherically symmetric black hole with two separate horizons. Eq. (1) is similar to the Legendre transformation between Helmholtz free energy F and internal energy U or between Gibbs free energy G and enthalpy H, and therefore these quasi-localized pseudotensor energy complexes E E | M * and E M | M * could correspond to thermodynamic potentials. But, in previous studies, r − is not the event horizon, in which has an acceptable definition for the temperature and entropy of black hole.
In this article, I would like to consider the Schwarzschild-de Sitter (SdS) black hole solution, which has two separate event horizons, and to review the relation between the quasi-localized pseudotensor energy complexes on a patch between two event horizons and the heat flows passing through its boundary.
The SdS black hole solution [4] , describing a spherically symmetric solution of the vaccum Einstein field equations in the presence of a positive cosmological constant Λ
is given in the static form
and its metric function was solved as
where b 2 = 3/Λ. Here, we shall consider the metric function in a factorization form 
Because of Eq. (6a), r 0 = −(r c + r b ), the metric function is taken to be
and Eq. (6b) and Eq. (6c) are also reorganized as
Let S 2 (r) be a 2-sphere of radius r. Thus we shall suggest that M = In the study of the thermodynamics of SdS black hole by Gibbons and
Hawking [5] , the Hawking temperature T [6] of H C and H B are
and the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy S [7, 8] of H C and H B are
For those two event horizons, the heat flowa are evaluated as
Hence, the heat flow passing through the boundary ∂M would be expressed by
Subsequently, on M, the quasi-localized energy complexes in the Einstein [9, 10] , and Møller [11, 12] prescription should be considered. The energy component of the Einstein energy-momentum complex [9, 10] is given by
where
andn i is the outward unit normal vector over the infinitesimal surface element d S. The energy component within radius r obtained by the Einstein complex is
Therefore, the quasi-localizes Einstein energy complex on M is
Moreover, according to the definition of the Møller energy complex [11, 12] and Gauss's theorem, the energy component is given as
So the energy component with radius r obtained using the Møller complex is
and the quasi-localizes Møller energy complex on M is
Consequently, the difference of energy between the Einstein and Møller prescription [13] is defined as
According to Eq. (16) 
and its value is triple of the heat flow passing through the boundary ∂M
In this way, the quasi-localized Einstein energy complex E E | M and Møller energy complex E M | M will combine with the heat flow passing through the
although the factor " + 3" of the heat flow passing through ∂M in Eq. (24) 
Because all boundaries of M are event horizons, the summation of the heat flows passing through those boundaries ∂M TS is will-defined. 
